
Installation
Note:  If installing with a Gator OPS Organizer, see the revised instruction below.
Unfold your Soft Roof and note the rip-and-grip material and straps on each corner of the
cover. Locate the enclosed adhesive-backed rip-and-grip strip and set them aside.
Spread your Soft Roof over your Gator OPS, positioning the John Deere logo at the front of
the vehicle. For initial positioning, loosely fasten each rip-and-grip corner strap to the OPS
bar at each corner of your Soft Roof (Fig. 1).
Reposition as needed.

Next, attach the tension system on the underside of your Soft Roof to the OPS bars.  Wrap
the tension panels at each end of both straps OUTSIDE and AROUND the bars on your
OPS and then connect the male and female ends of the strap buckles (Fig. 2). One panel
and strap set will wrap around the back OPS bar and the other set will wrap around the
front OPS bar.  Leave both straps relatively loose when first positioning your Soft Roof and
then tighten both straps to fit,  as needed.

Using Strap Keepers
Strap keepers secure excess strap, preventing
it from flapping while you are riding.
They also provide a clean organized look.
Fold or roll the extra web strap over on itself to form a 2-3 inch length and slide the folded
strap = into the open hook to secure the excess strap. (Fig. 3).

Fitting the Corner Straps
Pull each corner of your Soft Roof down and refasten the rip-and-grip corner straps to a
corresponding OPS bar.  Reposition as needed to ensure a tight fit.

Using Rip-and-Grip Strips (optional)
Although you can install your Soft Roof without them, you can use the attached rip-and-
grip strips to further secure the roof corners.
NOTE: Before applying adhesive strips be sure the application area on your OPS bar is
clean and free of oil or grease. The strips are best applied in temperatures of over 60°F.

After fitting your Soft Roof on the OPS, locate the four
adhesive-backed rip-and-grip strips.  Unfasten a corner
strap and note where the rip-and-grip tab on the underside
of your Soft Roof corner strap comes in contact with the
OPS bar.  Peel the backing off one of the rip-and-grip
strips and attache the adhesive side to the OPS bar about
one inch lower than the initial corner position (Fig. 4).
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 Two Year Limited Warranty

Your Soft Roof is factory warranted for workmanship and
materials for two years after purchase.

Made by
Classic Accessories, Inc., Kent  WA 98032

Pull the corner of your Soft Roof down tightly to fix the rip-and-grip tab on the roof to the
rip-and-grip adhesive tab on the OPS bar (Fig. 5). Wrap the strap around the OPS bar as
before. Repeat this process on the remaining corners.

Installing a Gator OPS Organizer with a Gator OPS Soft Roof
The Gator OPS Organizer and Soft Roof are designed to be used together.  If you are
installing both, you must tuck the rear tension panels BEHIND the rear OPS bars (Fig. 6).
Refer to your Organizer instruction for the Organizer installation.

Cleaning
Clean your Soft Roof with a soft brush and warm water. DO NOT USE SOAP as it can
damage the protective coatings on the fabric.  Air dry.

Storage
To avoid mildew be sure your Soft Roof is completely dry before you store it for an
extended period in and enclosed area.
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